Supply List

Cookie Decorating
Instructor: Annie Hall, www.anniesculinarycreations.com

There are 3 categories of supplies for this class:
1. Supplies which will be necessary for use at home as you prepare for the class each week.
2. Supplies which will be brought to each class beginning with class 2.
3. Supplies which will only be brought to specific classes as noted.

Category 1 - Supplies the student will use at home:
____ Cookie Sheets for Baking Cookies
____ Parchment Baking Liners
____ 3/16” Dowel Rod (Cut into 2 pieces that are each about 2 feet long – I use a pair of tree pruners to cut the dowel rods)
____ 8” lollipop sticks
____ Cookie Cutter Set – Round
____ Cookie Cutter Set – Flower
____ Cookie Cutter Set - Fluted Round
____ Cookie Cutter – Heart
____ Cookie Cutter – Butterfly
____ Cookie Cutter – Christmas Tree
____ Cookie Cutter – Mini size – shape of your choice (example, rubber ducky, apple)
____ Cookie Cutter – Gingerbread Boy
____ Cookie Cutters – your choice for Cookie Bouquet Theme and shaped cookies
____ Fondant Cutter – 2 ½” Daisy
____ Fondant Cutter – ½” Circle

Category 2 - Supplies the student will bring to each class (Classes 2-5):
____ Clear disposable decorating bags with elastic bands for closure OR Squeeze bottle set – NOTE: You must be able to attach a coupler and decorating tip to the top of the bottle if you choose to use squeeze bottles.
____ 4 Couplers
____ Decorating tips – buy 2 of each number: 2, 3, 4, 5.
____ Decorating tips – buy 1 of each number: 10, 14, 16, 18
____ At least 2 offset spatulas (small size)
____ Roll of Wax Paper
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Supplies MUST be brought to the first class!
_____ Roll of Parchment Paper
_____ Americolor Soft Gel Colors (your choice of colors) May also use Wilton paste colors
_____ Plastic drinking cups – 6 ounce size and 12 ounce size
_____ Small artists paint brushes (new, or never used with paint)
_____ Toothpicks
_____ Straight Pin
_____ Roll of Paper Towels
_____ Cloth for wiping hands and tips
_____ Plastic tablecloth or large trash bag for covering table/work area
_____ 5 Small Dessert Size paper plates or pie pans
_____ Box Lids for taking home cookies which haven’t dried enough to stack
_____ Disco Dust – Rainbow color plus any other colors of your choice
_____ Luster Dust – Pear color plus any other colors of your choice
_____ Sanding Sugar – White plus any other colors of your choice
_____ Sprinkles, Non-pariels, edible glitter, other decorations of your choice
_____ Wilton Sparkle Gel – 1 tube or more, color of your choice
_____ Small edible pearls or dragees – color of your choice

**Category 3 - Supplies the student will bring to only the class specified:**

For Class 2:

_____ Cookie Stencil(s)

For Class 4:

_____ Cookie Texture Set (be sure to bring cookie cutter to class also)
_____ Edible Market Set
_____ Light corn syrup (Karo Syrup)
_____ Small (1/2" to 1 ½" foam paint brush/sponge)
_____ Fondant – white plus colors OR just white and you can color it in class
_____ 2 ½” Fondant Daisy Cutter
_____ 1/2” Fondant Circle Cutter
_____ Container of your choice for Cookie Bouquet (example, a small flower pot)
_____ ½ of a styrofoam ball that will fit in the bottom of your container
_____ Tissue Paper and Ribbon that will coordinate with your cookie bouquet theme
_____ Cookie Cutters that will fit your cookie bouquet theme.
_____ Vinyl Gloves – powdered
_____ Ziplock Sandwich Storage Baggies

For Class 5:

_____ 2 Coke Bottle Tops or similar sized lids

Supplies MUST be brought to the first class!